Enhancement of immunity to an Escherichia coli vaccine in mice orally inoculated with a fusion gene encoding porcine interleukin 4 and 6.
Experiments were conducted to investigate the effect of a fusion gene of porcine IL-4 and IL-6 (PIL4/IL6) packaged with chitosan nanoparticles (CNPs) in terms of the development of a novel effective adjuvant. The IL4/PIL6 fusion gene was constructed and inserted into a eukaryotic expression vector. The plasmid was bound to CNP and then utilized to orally inoculate 21-day-old female Kunming mice that simultaneously received intramuscular injection of inactivated Escherichia coli vaccine. At 35 days post-vaccination, the mice were challenged by oral feeding with virulent O139: K88 strain EPEC E. coli bacteria. Compared with those of control mice, the content of immunoglobulins and specific antibodies to E. coli increased significantly in the sera of mice immunized with VPIL4/IL6-CNP (P<0.05). Furthermore, the levels of IL-2, IL-4 and IL-6 increased remarkably in the sera of immunized mice (P<0.05). After challenge, these immunological markers were elevated to different degrees in the mice immunized with the fusion gene construct (IL4/VPIL6-CNP) or individual plasmids (VPIL4+VPIL6-CNP). The immunized mice all survived the challenge and did not show any symptoms or lesion, whereas the VR1020-CNP control mice manifested obvious clinical symptoms and hemorrhagic lesions in the digestive tracts. These results demonstrated that VPIL4/IL6 entrapped with CNP is a novel promising adjuvant to promote specific immunity and resistance of animals against infectious pathogen.